PROSPECTUS

HAIR | BARBERING | MAKEUP

Delivering exceptional training to
the next generation of hairdressers,
barbers and makeup artists!
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ABOUT US

As a pioneer of hair and beauty
education for over 26 years, we
deliver exceptional training to future
creatives. This is reflected in our NZQA
Category 1 status and numerous local
and international awards.
Situated in Auckland’s creative
precinct (just off Karangahape Road),
our contemporary learning space
and Academy Salon is full of energy
and passion. Immerse yourself in
programmes taught by experienced
tutors and external industry
professionals.
We look forward to helping you on
your learning journey to becoming
the next generation of hairdressers,
barbers and makeup artists.
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Word from Paul Serville
Academy founder and director

“

Training and educating have always
been a passion of mine. Servilles was
created over 25 years ago with a
commitment to providing quality
hairdressing, barbering and makeup
training to the highest standard and
to consistently inspire its students with
innovative creativity.
I believe that we never stop learning
and are always striving to perfect our
craft. When you visit our education
centre and hair salons in Auckland, you
will understand why education is the
heart of Servilles.

Paul Serville
Founder and Director

New Zealand has such a unique
culture and we offer training
experiences like no other.
Paul at Londonline Salon in 1968

Students from all over the world come
to train here. Our graduates have won
some of the country’s most prestigious
hairdressing awards while many are
now highly respected stylists, barbers
and makeup artists in some of the
world’s top establishments.
We are dedicated to remaining at the
forefront of hair and beauty education
and I look forward to sharing the
exciting world of the industry with you
at Servilles.
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HAIRDRESSING

New Zealand Certificate in
Hairdressing - Salon Support (Level 3)

This programme will teach you
foundation hairdressing theory and
practical techniques essential to a
successful hair career. Through handson work with models, competitions
and events (including photoshoots,
productions and shows), you’ll begin
to form your own artist identity and
gain the skills required for industry
employment or further study.
PROGRAMME CONTENT

-

Theory of hairdressing
Fashion trends
Shampoo, blow waving and setting
Product knowledge
Health and safety
Salon systems and client care
Colouring and highlighting
Long hair styling
Introduction to scissor cutting

DURATION & HOURS

This programme is 34 weeks. Hours are
Tuesday – Friday from 8:45 am – 4:15 pm. Monday is
a self-directed study day used for projects and
assignments.
FEES

- Fees: $9,025
- Equipment: $1,000 (Course related costs)
- Total: $10,025 (inc. GST)
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How to Become a
Hairdresser
Leaving the comfort and security of high school and venturing out into the big, wide world can be a
frightening time.You don’t know what you want to do, who you want to become, or what career will entice
you to be the success you know you’re born to be. Hairdressing allows you to express your creativity, work
with like-minded people, and advance your career in many ways. If you haven’t yet looked at hairdressing
courses, and you’re unsure how to become a hairdresser, then read on.
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Step 1: Assess yourself – why do you think Hairdressing might be for you?
Choosing a career path is not a decision that should be made lightly, which is why it’s a
good idea to think long and hard about what you want and how you hope to achieve it.
Decide what it is that attracted you to hairdressing as a career choice. Have you become
the designated hairstylist amongst your friends? Are you creative? Has someone you know
completed a hairdressing course or are in the industry? If you’re continuously experimenting
with new hairstyles, then you might have a natural affinity for hair.

Step 2: Enrol in the Salon Support (Level 3) programme
While you might be keen to jump into hairdressing and learn everything there is to know at
once there is still a way to go. After deciding to study hairdressing, you have to start with the
basics. We offer the New Zealand Certificate in Salon Support (Level 3), which covers the
very foundations of a lifelong career in hairdressing.

Step 3: Begin the Emerging Stylist (Level 4) programme
Upon completion of the Salon Support certificate (whether that be at Servilles Academy
or another provider), you may find yourself chomping at the bit to move onto the next
stage. Why stop at Level 3? Our Level 4 Emerging Stylist course is for students who have
previously completed Salon Support and are ready develop their skills further.
In addition to in-class learning and external events, during your training you’ll get to partake
in our Workbase programme. This enables students to work within salons across Auckland
to really immerse themselves in the salon life, furthering preparing for employment in the
hairdressing industry.
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Step 4: Enter the real world of Hairdressing
The hard work is done and now it’s time to turn your training and passion into a career.
Create a fabulous CV, where your hairdressing training and opportunities from Servilles
Academy will to stand out from the crowd. You now have the chance to join a salon team
you love and trust, start your own salon or explore the different areas where you can put
your abilities to use. The world is your oyster!
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New Zealand Certificate in
Hairdressing - Emerging Stylist (Level 4)

Our Emerging Stylist programme is for
those students who have previously
completed the New Zealand Certificate
in Hairdressing – Salon Support (Level
3) and wish to advance their existing
hairdressing abilities and knowledge.
You’ll be able to start building your
client base in our on-site Academy
Salon.
PROGRAMME CONTENT

-

In-depth consultation skills
Understanding Salon Performance Indicators
Advanced cutting techniques
Wet and dry styling
Razor and clipper cutting
Advanced chemical services
Creative cutting and colouring
Long hair and avant-garde styling

DURATION & HOURS

This programme is 34 weeks. Hours are Tuesday
– Friday from 8:45 am – 4:15 pm. Monday is a selfdirected study day used for projects and assignments.
As part of their course requirements, Emerging Stylist
students are required to attend one late night in the
Academy Salon.
FEES

- Fees: $9,588
- Equipment: $550 (Course related costs)
- Total: $10,138 (inc. GST)
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BOSS
BABES

After completing their training and gaining
more experience, many students open salons
start their own businesses.
Our Boss Babes series aims to acknowledge
and celebrate the amazing women and their
journey following graduation.

ZOE CLARK
L’Oréal Professionnel Artist and
Founder & Director of INCO Studio

OLIVIA DAVIES
Platinum Hairstylist and Salon
Manager at Servilles Newmarket
I first enrolled at Servilles
Academy because while I was
working as a makeup artist you
were always required to do hair
as well and I was never that
confident or good at it. I joined
Servilles with a friend to try and
gain some extra hair skills to help
my makeup career, but that path
quickly changed and led me here.
I loved my time at the academy
being surrounded by so much
creativity, like minds and support.

I was passionate about being
the best I could so I worked
extremely hard, every evening
and every Saturday at Me salon
under Iain Smith while studying
at Servilles Academy to gain as
much knowledge and skill as
possible and it paid off. It was hard
work but made me into a great
colourist, then stylist. A four-year
stint in the UK opened my eyes
and honed my cutting and styling
skills which I am forever grateful
for.
I’m fortunate to educate for
L’Oreal and have been on the
Redken and L’Oréal artistic team
for many years now which has
been so much fun, allowed me to
travel internationally and work
alongside some of the best in the
world and in NZ.

Career highlights for me would
have to be travelling to exotic
places, whether it’s been for a
conference or to do a client’s hair
for their wedding. Also doing hair
and working alongside Tyra Banks
on America’s Next Top Model in
NZ was also totally up there for
me.

LIZ TIEU
Freelance Hairstylist & Makeup
Artist
Hairdressing only became a
serious career choice when I
enrolled at Servilles Academy, and
then progressed to work at the
Servilles salons in Chancery and
Mission Bay. By now my mother
finally approved of my new career
choice and no longer told all in
Vietnam I was still finishing my
business degree (mind you, having
a Diploma in Business has helped
tremendously with my freelance
career!).
As a freelancer in hair and
makeup I have worked on X
Factor, The Voice, The Bachelor
and The Bachelorette and
Australia’s Got Talent. My work
has also been published online
and in print in various magazines;
Black Magazine, Women’s Weekly,
Stellar, Instyle and FenHong Se.
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“

My advice for aspiring hairdressers is to be humble,
be eager and work hard. There are no shortcuts. If
you want to succeed, and for the dream to become a
reality, don’t compare your path to others.
- Liz Tieu

LONI THOMPSON
Founder & Owner of Little Meraki
As a little girl in kindy I lived
next door to a hairdresser.
Mum knew if I wasn’t home
I’d be found underfoot at our
neighbour Shelley’s attempting to
get involved with every aspect I
could!! I’m sure I was way more
of a hindrance than a help but
Shelley was endlessly patient
and my desire to follow in her
footsteps was born in her athome salon.
I started at Servilles Academy
as an off-job student during my
hairdressing apprenticeship as a
17yr old, signing on for a graduate
course (now the Emerging Stylist
programme) at about age 20!
I completed my course work and
the different opportunities and
experiences have rolled in ever
since.

”

STEFANY HALL
Founder & Owner of The Mane
Group

I’ve been so lucky to work with
some amazing designers and
fellow hairdressers at fashion
weeks, photoshoots and New
Zealand’s Next Top Model. Also
running my own hair teams for
runway shows and charity events.

LIBBY WHALEY
Founder & Owner of Epsilon Hair
I have been hairdressing for 18
years. I knew I wanted to be a
hairdresser from age 14 when I
had an awesome salon experience
and wanted to make other people
feel how I felt at that moment!
At 18 I moved from Tauranga to
Auckland to study at Servilles
Academy as I knew it was the
best in NZ for hairdressing
training. I was lucky enough to be
offered a job at their Ponsonby
salon as soon as I graduated,
and stayed there for 15 years,
including owning it for the last 6
years of that time.
I have owned a salon for the last
9 years and it is so rewarding
to have a business that you love.
It is bloody hard work too!! I
know that my skills lie in being a
great hairdresser and leading by
example.
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This year I opened my own
private hair studio. Now that I
have a daughter, this gives me
flexibility to do what I love and
have the family balance. In my
studio I offer a unique one on one
luxury experience for my clients. I
specialise in blondes, balayage and
bridal hair. I spend my weekdays
creating bespoke colours tailored
to clients individuality and
weekends I can be on location
styling weddings.

BARBERING

New Zealand Certificate in
Barber Skills (Level 3)

Learn all the latest styles as well as
the classics in our popular Barber
Skills programme. Taught by qualified
industry professionals in a fun learning
environment, you’ll participate in
hands-on client experiences, plus
other programme highlights such as
events, photoshoots and competitions.
With a strong focus on men’s cutting
techniques, our graduates stand out to
employers from top barbershops.
PROGRAMME CONTENT

-

Barbering theory
Consultations (including hair and scalp care)
Scissor cutting (long and short hair)
Scissor and razor combination cuts
Men’s styling and blow-drying
Clipper cuts (fades, buzz cuts, designs etc.)
Beard and moustache design
Product knowledge
Sales, customer service and safe operating
Photoshoots, CV’s and portfolio creation

DURATION & HOURS

This programme is 34 weeks. Hours are Tuesday
– Friday from 8:45 am – 4:15 pm. Monday is a selfdirected study day used for projects and assignments.
FEES

- Fees: $8,083
- Equipment: $1,000 (Course related costs)
- Total: $9,083 (inc. GST)
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Barbering:
A Culture
7000
Years
in the
Making

Barbering is one of the world’s oldest professions, with
excavated grooming instruments dating back to the
Bronze Age in 3500 BC. There are even references to
early forms of barbering being practiced as far back
as the Ancient Egyptian era. In the thousands of years
which have followed, the barbering culture has grown
and reformed, becoming a staple part of many men’s
grooming and communal routines.

for men from all walks of life. The humble barbershop
is not just a place for grooming and styling, it is a
social setting and a game of chess thrown in at some
establishments). Although traditional barbershops
are still in full-swing, the industry has modernised to
meet the needs of the 21st century man. Many shops
have formed hybrid businesses – a common example
being collaborative ventures with tattoo artists. Whilst
barbershops remain the physical heart of the trade, the
culture has manifested itself in a range of settings, with
barbers being a popular element at a variety of maledominated environments, from car shows and tattoo
events, to pop-up barber chairs at bars and festivals.

A trip to the barber has never merely been for aesthetic
purposes; in earlier times it was a means of determining
rank and status within military and societal settings. Men
would have their hair, beards and fingernails groomed
at the street market, serving as an environment for
gathering, settling debates and general conversing.
Although technology has far advanced over the
centuries, the culture is not too dissimilar to the one we
know today.

Barbering is an industry that has existed for over 7000
years and continues to grow. As a trade serving 50% of
the population, a career in barbering is an exciting, stable
and sociable occupation.
For more articles: servillesacademy.com/blog

The trade is now an established part of modern culture
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TBC ACADEMY
PHOTOSHOOT
These are the learners of the Servilles Academy.
They are driven, bold, creatives eager to learn and better
themselves.They come from a diverse range of backgrounds,
places, cultures, viewpoints and values.They are following their
dreams and passions, sometimes against their families wishes.
As training providers we often focus on the achievements of
graduates; their wins once in the industry.This is, of course, a
reason to celebrate, but why not celebrate our students when
they are still ours? Students are at the beginning of their journey
into the hair, barbering and makeup industries, which inspired
the shoot title ‘TBC’. In other words, these creatives are starting
out, with their career pathways yet ‘to be confirmed’ and their
journeys ‘to be continued’.
In September 2020, we did something a little different…
A creative day/photoshoot with our students and tutoring
team. In a year where we’ve been so separated, it was a
great opportunity to get together and do something handson and collaborative.
Our students and the academy team are a talented
bunch and we had an absolute blast getting creative,
getting dressed up and getting some new content for our
community and the wider industry to enjoy.
Creative industries are as diverse as the people in them,
with a wide range of career options and opportunities.
A qualification in hairdressing/barbering doesn’t limit
students to a salon/shop environment, likewise, a makeup
qualification doesn’t restrict graduates to counter-work.
Pathways within these creative trades include session styling,
platform artistry, education, sales, management, business
ownership and freelance work - both in New Zealand and
internationally.
Globally, the landscape is changing. The shift to “real” has
been simmering for a while but 2020 with all its craziness
has given real the push it so needed. We decided real is the
way forward for the academy and we want to showcase
our learners with their own creative direction and highlight
their individuality. Although we had some preplanned
hairstyles and makeup looks, on the day it was all about
the students making it their own; wearing the clothes they
felt like themselves in and adapting their looks to what
made them feel good.You could say the plan was to have
a plan that was completely fluid, enabling no limitations to
creativity and not getting stuck on forming a shoot that was
coordinated too heavily.
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MAKEUP

New Zealand Certificate in
Makeup & Skincare (Level 3)
This programme will teach you the
essential skills needed to kickstart
your career in the makeup industry.
From basic beauty concepts, to
product knowledge and consultation
skills, as well as plenty of varied work
experiences, students can be assured
all bases will be covered in this 20-week
foundation course.
PROGRAMME CONTENT

- Basic beauty application
- Knowledge of tools, equipment,
procedures, sales and products
- Knowledge of face and skin type, structure 		
and functions
- Customer service and consultation
- Skin conditions & indications
- Makeup and design theory
- Performing skin care services
- Performing makeup services
- Photoshoots, CV’s and portfolio creation

DURATION & HOURS

This course is 20 weeks. Hours are Tuesday – Friday
from 9:00 am – 3:30 pm. Any additional work
experience opportunities may be outside of these
hours.

FEES

- Fees: $7,083
- Equipment: $1,000 (Course related costs)
- Total: $8,083 (incl GST)
MAC Cosmetics kit upgrades are available for students
at discounted rates.
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New Zealand Certificate in
Makeup Artistry (Level 4)
In this programme you’ll learn practical
and theoretical makeup knowledge for
a range of clients and environments,
such as film, performance and fashion
(photographic, catwalk and SFX
makeup), as well as complimentary
and in-demand beautician services.
This qualification also covers the
increasingly important business and
marketing skills to make it in the
freelancing world.

FEES

- Fees: $8,660
- Equipment: $ 1,000 (Course Related Costs)
- Total: $9,660 (inc. GST)
MAC kit upgrades are available for our students at
discounted rates.

PROGRAMME CONTENT

- Beautician services
Skin, nail and hair care, tanning, lash and brow
tinting, lash extensions and brow grooming
- Consultancy services
Nail, makeup and hairstyling for a variety of
private client occasions
- Health and safety procedures
- Film, Performance and Fashion
Makeup and processes involved with film and
television, live performance, fashion
photographic and catwalk (including;
consulting, backstage protocols and SFX
makeup)
- Business skills
Setting up and maintaining a freelancing
business (marketing, taxes, invoicing accounts
and maintaining professionalism)

DURATION & HOURS

This course is 34 weeks. Hours are Tuesday – Friday
from 8:45 am – 4:15 pm. Any additional work
experience opportunities may be outside of these
hours.
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We live in a digital era where you can jump online and learn about almost any topic – and makeup is no
different. The beauty community on YouTube is booming, with makeup gurus attaining millions of views
from subscribers who are entertained and educated through tutorials and makeup challenges. If you have
a passion for makeup and want to turn it into a career, there are online makeup courses you can do, or
maybe you want to learn on the job at a beauty counter? If you can teach yourself or learn on the job,
what’s the point of a makeup qualification? We put this question to our Level 4 Makeup Artistry class who
came back with some insightful feedback as to why they chose to do a practical makeup qualification…

p
“Having a makeu
rs
qualification offe
credibility“

“Learn more than
makeup techniques“
“Receive men
from qualified torship
experienced ,
professionals“

Whats the point of
a makeup qualification?
“Begin
networking
for the
industry“

“Experience of work
without the pressure
of a counter“

servillesacademy.com/blog
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akeup
“Learning that m
s al “
isn't one size fit

GATEWAY & STAR

OVERVIEW
Our exciting school holiday programmes (held each term) support students with industry
based learning and give them the relevant knowledge and skills needed in the salon work
place.
They provide opportunities to try out potential careers and build links to tertiary education
environments, employment networks and modern apprenticeships. Students can achieve
specific vocational skills and benefit from making significant progress towards industry
recognised qualifications.
The programmes are delivered during holiday times (9:30am-3pm) to minimise the impact
on the students study at school.
Check with the Gateway Co-ordinator or Careers Advisor at your school or get in touch
with our recruitment team on Freephone 0800 SERVILLES (0800 737845) for dates and
more information.

STAR CONTENT:
Our STAR programme is designed to precede the Gateway programme. The programme
takes place over 3 days and offers 10 credits at Level 2 on the NQF which include the
following unit standards:
-

2869
2891
21936
21941

Apply treatments to hair and scalp
Demonstrate knowledge of hair fashion over time
Protect the client for hairdressing services in a salon environment
Prepare hair for hairdressing service under supervision

GATEWAY CONTENT:
Our Gateway programme takes place over 3 days* and offers 22 credits at Level 2 on the
NQF which include the following unit standards:
-

2869
2891
21935
21936
21937
21941
28026

Apply treatments to hair and scalp
Demonstrate knowledge of hair fashion over time
Maintain order and supplies
Protect the client for hairdressing services in a salon environment
Assist an operator in a salon environment
Prepare hair for hairdressing service under supervision
Present a personal fashion image for work in a hairdressing environment

*On completion of their work placement, students will attend the academy for their final
assessment against Unit and/or Achievement Standards on the National Qualifications
Framework (NQF).
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Testimonials & Graduate Successes
Many of our graduates leave Servilles Academy and go on to work in a diverse range of industries
including sales, management, education, session styling, freelancing and business ownership (check
out our Boss Babes article on pages 7 & 8 for more!). Two of our most renowned graduates are Aaron
de Mey and Michael Ashton.
Since graduating in 1995, Aaron de Mey has found
himself working for some of the fashion industry’s
biggest names including Calvin Klein, Prada, Celine
and Tom Ford as well as being a significant figure
for Lancôme and Sephora. One of his biggest and
most recent projects was the #MyCalvins campaign,
starring Billie Eilish, ASAP Rocky, Bella Hadid and
Noah Centineo.

TESTIMONIALS
Servilles Academy is the quintessential institute for
hairdressing and my time there really helped me grow as a
person. It sparked my passion for hair and really showed
what that passion can do for me now as a barber. It was a
perfect steppingstone inn the industry I feel like Servilles
Academy was supremely beneficial to my development
giving me the tools to prove myself as a barber in a way I
don’t believe I would have achieved as quickly without. Hux Walker

Michael Ashton graduated from Servilles Academy
in 1999. Following his training, Ashton moved to
London where he worked closely with stars such as
Elle Macpherson, Peaches Geldof and Bianca Jagger.
Today, Ashton is Adele’s personal hairstylist and
makeup artist (credit to Ashton for that iconic cat-eye)
and Global Artistry Ambassador for Marc Jacobs.

My class was super focussed and we all pushed and
encouraged each other to be the best. This paid off
as majority of us in the class left with outstanding
certificates. Servilles Academy gave me a great foundation
of knowledge which I have been able to build on in my
various roles and experience in the industry. - Stefany Hall
My favourite thing about the academy is the environment,
the family feel. I felt really welcomed here from day one.
Interacting with clients every day - that’s the best part about
barbering. I’ve been in jobs where it’s the same thing and
the same people. Meeting new clients gets me motivated. Liam Peyroux
I get to work in an established salon and enhance my skills.
Being a hairdresser allows you to have a great, flexible
lifestyle and I get to meet new people every day.
- Too Saribut
It’s awesome that we’re able to get so many demos from
tutors and people in the industry who are from different
backgrounds and have lots of experience.
One of the best things about barbering is that you can
travel anywhere. - Keegan Dufty
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ACADEMY SALON

Our sustainable and contemporary Academy
Salon is perfectly located in the heart of
Auckland, just off Upper Queen Street. While
giving students the chance to gain hands on
real world experience, we provide our clients
with style, excellent service and quality hair
services that are affordable.
21

At the academy, we use the Italian family-owned, leading hair brand Davines
for colour and styling services in our Academy Salon. Davines is a B-Corp
company, using sustainable ingredients and practices.

MAC COSMETICS
Unleash your inner artist with MAC! Makeup students will receive a kit packed
with MAC products, plus have access to MAC-led workshops and demos.

GHD
It’s always a Good Hair Day with GHD! Students receive GHD equipment
and products in their hairdressing kits, as well as opportunities to attend
demos and workshops by GHD session stylists.

ELEVEN AUSTRALIA
We’ve partnered with Eleven Australia as a styling product partner, which
includes product knowledge workshops with all intakes.

SUSTAINABLE SALONS
We are part of Sustainable Salons, whose goal is to ‘make salon waste history’.
We dispose of our products, tools, colour and hair-clippings in a sustainable
manner, so they can be recycled or disposed of safely.

WORKBASE
This unique program is designed to facilitate students’ seamless transition into
full time employment and provide on the job experience.

NEW ZE AL AND FASHION WEEK
We’re thrilled to support NZFW by being the directors of the coveted Resene
Designer Runway shows. Get real behind-the-scenes action and experience
the hustle and bustle of NZ’s biggest fashion event.

SCHOOLS
We have an excellent relationship with many schools around Auckland and the
wider region, whether that be career expos or working on fashion shows and
performances.
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WHO WE WORK WITH

DAVINES

IMPORTANT INFO

FAQs
FEE PROTECTION

Student fees will be held in trust in
compliance with Section 236A of the
Education Act 1989 as amended by the
Education Act (No4) 1991
ENTRY CRITERIA

- Age 16 or over
- Passion and desire to excel
- Suitability to industry

COURSE ACCEPTANCE

FAQs

A letter will be sent to the applicant
immediately following the interview
notifying acceptance. On acceptance you
will be required to return a contract to
Servilles Academy within 5 working days.

Can I study Fees Free?
Yes! Our programmes qualify for Fees Free
funding, but you’ll need to check if you are
eligible. Head to feesfree.govt.nz/ or give our
recruitment team a call on 0800 SERVILLES

ENROLMENT PROCEDURES

Book a talk and tour with our recruitment
team. We encourage parents to accompany
the prospective student to the talk and tour
as the course is very comprehensive and
family support is important.
WITHDRAWAL PROCEDURES

If a student wishes to withdraw from a
course after payment of any monies (in
full or part) they are required to do so
in writing to the Academy Manager no
later than 8 calendar days after the course
commencement.
If a student withdraws within 8 calendar
days of the first day of the course they
will be entitled to, upon return of all
equipment, a full refund of all monies
minus a $500 administration fee.
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Do I need any qualifications to study at
the academy?
No NCEA qualifications? No worries! You
don’t need any NCEA qualifications to train
at the academy.
How do I apply to the academy?
It’s easy as! Head to our website to ‘Apply
Now’ or book a free talk and tour of the
academy, or call us on 0800 SERVILLES.
What equipment do I need?
You’ll need to purchase a kit when you begin
studying with us, which you can get with
the assistance of course-related costs. Our
hairdressing, barbering and makeup kits come
with everything you need to complete your
qualification, plus you’ll be able to top-up
your equipment at a discounted price! Our
makeup kits include products and tools from
MAC Cosmetics.

CONTACT

Please don’t hesitate to
get in touch with us if
you have any questions
or enquiries - we’re here
to help!
Our off ice hours are
Monday-Friday, 8:30am5pm.
GENERAL ENQUIRIES
- Freephone: 0800 SERVILLES (0800 737845)
- Email: academyenquiries@servilles.com
RECRUITMENT
- Freephone: 0800 SERVILLES (0800 737845)
- Call: 09 308 0688 or 09 308 0690
- Text: 021 502 125
ACADEMY SALON
- Call: 09 308 0670
- Location: 8 Canada Street, Auckland Central
SOCIAL MEDIA
-

Facebook: /servillesacademy
Instagram: @servillesacademy
Barbering Instagram: @servillesbarbering
#servillesacademy
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8 Canada Street, Auckland Central
0800 SERVILLES
servillesacademy.com

